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Abstract—Authentication schemes relying on per-packet signature and per-signature verification introduce heavy cost for computation and communication. Due to its constraint resources, smart grid’s authentication requirement cannot be satisfied by this scheme. Most importantly, it is a must to underscore smart grid's demand for high availability. In this paper, we present an efficient and robust approach to authenticate data aggregation in smart grid via deploying signature aggregation, batch verification and signature amortization schemes to less communication overhead, reduce numbers of signing and verification operations, and provide fault tolerance. Corresponding fault diagnosis algorithms are contributed to pinpoint forged or error signatures. Both experimental result and performance evaluation demonstrate our computational and communication gains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This decade is going to witness the paradigm shift from the traditional electrical power grid to the smart grid around the globe. The smart grid is a network of smart devices (e.g. commodity computers) and power infrastructure [7]. Smart grid can satisfy power demands in real-time, optimally transmit and distribute electricity from suppliers to consumers, and automatically monitor the power usage status via integrating current communication and information technologies [1]. Significant benefits, including improved energy efficiency, promoted power reliability and decreased carbon emission, can be provided by smart grid [6].

A. Security for Data Aggregation in Smart Grid

To achieve goals aforementioned, new components such as smart meters, two-way communication networks, monitoring system, decision-making intelligent system, etc. are involved in smart grid, which inevitably introduces new security risks related to data collection and processing, data transportation, automation control and system monitoring. Communication system, for example, utilizing Zigbee [2], or Wi-Fi alliance is vulnerable to eavesdropping, unauthorized participation and modification, Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks and other malicious activities while sending data on the air.

This paper mainly focuses on security of power usage data aggregation. Smart meters manage and control electricity flows to and from the end customers, also record customers’ power usage data in real-time and periodically report them to the collector devices in the neighborhood as well [7]. Collectors, in turn, send the collected data to control centers of utility companies to support the pricing and decision-making. Not all smart meters can communicate with the collector directly. Intermediate smart meters cooperate in relaying packets on behalf of one another till packets reach the collector. This procedure is called data aggregation. The security concern arises: the intermediate node can drop, modify, eavesdrop, and forge data during data aggregation without been recognized by the smart grid. Therefore, security schemes are mandatory.

The proposed security scheme’s performance is seriously dependent on the number of messages that the scheme processes and protects. It is estimated that the amount of data transported across the smart grid will be an increase of an order of magnitude [7]. This introduces substantial cost increment for security mechanism. Increased data belongs to different kinds of categories [21]. Therefore, different security requirements are required. Protective relaying data, for instance, required to be transported in real-time without loss and any latency for them with more than 4 milliseconds is not affordable. In contrast, meter reading, for example, can be tolerant to latency ranging from minutes to hours [5]. Consequently, various security solutions should be adapted to meet varying requirements. Moreover, because of the huge amount of data, limited communication capacity, and low-capacity devices of smart meters, security solutions are supposed to be lightweight in terms of computational cost and communication overhead.

B. Our Contributions

The nature of smart grid ranks safety, availability and reliability the highest priority for smart grid. In contrast, Confidentiality, Integrity and Authentication (CIA), security requirements that are ranked as the highest priority in Information Technology (IT) networks, are degraded at the second position for smart grid. Therefore, security approaches should not only satisfy CIA, but, more importantly, heavily emphasize the built-in availability as well as minimize its fault
To secure data aggregation, pioneer works have been extensively explored [10]-[21] and they mainly focus on the integrity and confidentiality; nevertheless, authentication and its efficiency are disregarded. Without authentication service, malicious smart meters, insiders or outsiders, could pretend to be someone else’s meters, spoof the forgery customer ID, falsify power usage data, and get free power. Customers face the risk of financial loss. Furthermore, due to extensive requests for availability, the authentication approach needs to be fault-tolerant in architecture so that it still functions even when the collector is offline. Moreover, fault diagnosis should be highlighted. Otherwise, the fault time cannot be minimized. At last, schemes such as pairwise keys or group keys show complicated configurations or lack non-repudiation feature, respectively. They both demonstrate hidden costs to bootstrap themselves. Authentication schemes relying on public key operations are computational heavy. Since most smart meters lack powerful process capability, diminishing the number of digital signatures and verifications is highly demanded.

This paper will propose an efficient authentication scheme for power usage data aggregation in Neighborhood Area Network (NAN). Contributions are listed below:

1) Fault tolerance architecture: this approach deploys digital signature so that when the collector is out of service, alternative or backup collector can execute the authentication approach without any additional configuration or setup. This fixes the single-point failure. Furthermore, it transports aggregation data via Minimum Spanning Tree (MST), and rearranges MST whilst some smart meter nodes cannot response;

2) Efficiency: to reduce the number of signature and verification operations, signature amortization and batch verification are presented, respectively. To decrease the number of signatures sent on channels, MST-based signature aggregation tree is proposed;

3) Fault diagnosis: diagnose tools are proposed for batch verification and signature aggregation to detect failure points and to minimize the whole fault time. Erasure code is combined with signature amortization to support fault tolerance against signature packet loss in harsh communication environment of smart grid;

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Background information is introduced in Section II. Related works are reviewed in Section III. Our proposed solution is described at Section IV. Security analysis, performance evaluation and experimental results are presented in Section V. Concluding remarks are given in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND BASIC SCHEMES

In this section, we briefly review the smart grid, as well as the specific security requirements concerning with smart grid.

A. Smart Grid and its Security Requirements

As shown in Fig. 1, smart grid is comprised of power generation, power transmission and power distribution components which produce power in bulk quantities, carry power over long distances, and distribute electricity to end consumers in local, respectively [7]. New technologies and components are included: Smart meters utilize Phasor Measurement Units (PMU) and Global Positioning System (GPS) time stamps to measure power status and electricity consumption based on waveforms as well as the magnitude & phase angle of voltage [12]. Status and usage data is collected and information flow is transferred following the path from smart meters, collectors, sub-stations, and control centers of utility companies. Meanwhile, demand-respond messages are sent back and forth in the same way but bi-directionally.

Fig. 1. Architecture of Smart Grid

Two-way communication system, wired or wireless, acts as the backbone to relay packets in smart grid. To connect substations and control centers, wired networks such as Power Line Communication (PLC) [5]. are deployed to transfer control and usage data. In case of communications for the last mile, wireless networks such as Zigbee, Wi-Fi alliance, etc. are preferred in favor of the cost savings in NAN. Zigbee / 802.15.4 polls data every 15 minutes and standardizes with the data rate of 250kbps in maximum, which both result in a 4 milliseconds’ interval. This shows constraint communication bandwidth [2]. Wi-Fi alliance demonstrates higher communication capacity; nevertheless, it does not have the mesh function, yet.

Communication systems of smart grid face the harsh network environment, unreliable wireless channels and relatively strict security requirements. Resources-constraint characteristics make it more difficult to secure smart grid system: 1) although utilizing wireless network communication in smart grid saves the cost, the native infrastructure is unsecure; 2) most smart meters are configured with low-capacity devices which tends to be restricted in their computational capability and cannot perform many and frequent computational-intensive operations such as public key cryptographic operations. Furthermore, limited communication bandwidths and uncertainly channel leads to packet loss / error as well; 3) the smart metering system’s open architecture shares the wireless medium and channels. It is easier for illegitimate users and malicious adversaries to access, interfere, or block wireless channels. As a result,
damages, such as secret information leak or high rate of packet loss / error, are more likely to happen.

Electric power industries require that power delivery should be always available without any human hurts [1]. Therefore, in smart grid, the availability, safety, and reliability are the most important security objectives with higher precedence over CIA. In this paper, following the priority preferences, the proposed authentication scheme will not only authenticate data aggregation but robust its availability by providing fault-tolerance and fault diagnosis services.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max. Latency</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 4 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub-seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than Days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned earlier, there are different kinds of data sent in smart grid which has different requirements. Table I [5] shows data categories and corresponding maximum latencies across smart grid system. The acceptable latencies for protective relaying, status monitoring and substation SCADA are less than 4 ms, sub-seconds and seconds, respectively. Meanwhile, they are required to be delivered without any loss. So, it is possible that data (e.g. meter reading) protected by our approach is dropped while the bandwidth is inadequate. Our proposal should handle scenarios that authentication message is lost and will not be re-transmitted again.

**B. Digital Signature Schemes**

Digital signature, a cryptographical primitive is utilized in this paper to authenticate data aggregation. As one example, we introduce a short signature scheme of Boneh, Lynn, and Shacham (BLS) [27], a bilinear map in this section. Then, we briefly describe batch verification [24][27][28] and signature aggregation [29]. Notice that digital signatures in integer cryptography and Elliptic Curve cryptography [9] can be used to replace bilinear map in our proposal without any modification. Next, we use Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [9][31] and Trusted Third Party (TTP) to issue / revoke certificates and public & private key pairs for smart meters.

1) **Bilinear map**

Bilinear map [30] works as the basis of our approach. \( \mathbb{G} \) and \( \mathbb{G}_T \) are a cyclic additive group and a cyclic multiplication group generated by \( P \) with the same order \( q \), respectively. A mapping \( \hat{e}: \mathbb{G} \times \mathbb{G} \rightarrow \mathbb{G}_T \) satisfies the following properties:

- **Bilinear**: for all \( u, v \in \mathbb{G}; a, b \in \mathbb{Z} \), we have \( \hat{e}(u^a, v^b) = \hat{e}(u, v)^{ab} \), where \( = \) is an equation;
- **Computable**: there exists an efficient computable algorithm to compute \( \hat{e}(u, v), \forall u, v \in \mathbb{G}; \)
- **Non-degenerate**: for the generator \( g \) of \( \mathbb{G} \), \( p \) is the order of \( \mathbb{G} \), we have \( \hat{e}(g, g) \neq 1 \in \mathbb{G}_T \);

2) **BLS short signature scheme**

**Key generation** -

- Randomly selects \( x \leftarrow \mathbb{Z}_p \) and calculates \( g^x \in \mathbb{G} \); \( x \) and \( y \) are the private and public keys respectively; \( x \in \mathbb{Z}_p \) and \( y \in \mathbb{G}; \leftarrow \) is assignment;

**Signature generation** – Sender Alice calculates signature:

- Given a message \( M \in \{0,1\}^* \), computes \( h \leftarrow H(y, M) \) where \( H \) is a collision-resistant hash function e.g. MapToPoint hash [27][28] such that \( H:\{0,1\}^* \rightarrow \mathbb{G} \);
- Computes \( \sigma \leftarrow h^x \) where \( \sigma \in \mathbb{G} \) is signature;

**Signature verification** – Receiver Bob verifies signature:

- Obtains Alice’s public key \( y \), signature \( \sigma \) and message \( M \), performs \( h \leftarrow H(y, M) \);
- Performs verification: \( \hat{e}(h, y) = \hat{e}(\sigma, g) \);

3) **Batch Verification**

**Signature generation** – Sender Alice calculates signatures:

- Given \( n \) messages \( \{M_1, M_2, \ldots, M_n\} \) and public key \( y \), computes \( h_i \leftarrow H(y, M_i) \) where \( M_i \in \{0,1\}^* \) for all \( i \in [1, n] \);
- Computes \( \sigma_i \leftarrow h_i^x \) where \( \sigma_i \in \mathbb{G} \) is signature;

**Batch verification** – Receiver Bob verifies signature:

- Obtains Alice’s public key \( y \), signatures \( \{\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_n\} \) and messages \( \{M_1, M_2, \ldots, M_n\} \);
- Calculates \( h_i \leftarrow H(y, M_i) \in \mathbb{G} \);
- Performs verification:

\[
\hat{e} \left( \prod_{i=1}^{n} h_i, y \right) = \hat{e} \left( \prod_{i=1}^{n} \sigma_i, g \right)
\]

4) **Signature aggregation**

**Signature aggregation**

- Distinct \( n \) users \( \{u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_n\} \) sign \( n \) distinct messages \( \{M_1, M_2, \ldots, M_n\} \) with its own public key, \( \{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n\} \) by BLS scheme, respectively:
- Calculate: \( h_j \leftarrow H(y_j, M_j) \in \mathbb{G}; \quad 1 \leq j \leq n \)
- Obtains signatures: \( \{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_n\} \) where \( \sigma_j \leftarrow h_j^{y_j} \in \mathbb{G} \) is calculated by corresponding meter;
- Aggregates all \( n \) signatures into a single signature \( \sigma_{1,2,\ldots,n} = \prod_{j=1}^{n} \sigma_j \in \mathbb{G} \);

**Signature verification** – Verifier can:

- Obtains \( n \) users’ Public keys, \( \{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_n\} \);
- One signature aggregations \( \{\sigma_{1,2,\ldots,n}\} \);
- Messages \( \{M_1, M_2, \ldots, M_n\} \);
- Calculate \( h_j \leftarrow H(y_j, M_j) \in \mathbb{G} \);
- Performs verification:

\[
\hat{e}(\sigma_{1,2,\ldots,n}, g) = \prod_{j=1}^{n} \hat{e}(h_j, y_j)
\]

5) **Other authentication solutions**

In addition to the asymmetric key solution (e.g. digital signature), symmetric cryptographic primitives [9], such as pairwise key and group key, can also be deployed to authenticate aggregation data. However, group key lacks the non-repudiation feature, a critical component for fault diagnosis. Pairwise key faces the single-point failure: in general, pairwise keys are configured between the collector and every smart meter. Once the collector is out-of service, pairwise key solution fails. Since availability plays a key role in smart grid and fault diagnosis is an elementary part for our proposal, either group key or pairwise key cannot be utilized.
III. RELATED WORKS

Since smart grid is a new area in both industry and academic, security research for smart grid is just starting [21]. A few pioneer works [11]-[20] provide implementations / schemes but they mainly focus on integrity and confidentiality rather than authentication. So far, to provide authentication via public cryptography, recent approaches proposed for smart grid still utilize per-packet signature and per-signature verification. Meanwhile, a number of researches [8] have been conducted for lightweight authentications but they cannot be directly used in smart grid due to smart grid’s unique requirements. In this section, we will review security approaches designed to protect smart grids.

A. Bartoli et al. [17] propose a secure and lossless aggregation protocol providing CIA service. This protocol assumes that smart meters connect to a gateway via a tree topology in which data can be aggregated from leaves to the root. As a sophisticated solution, it includes two security solutions, end-to-end and hop-by-hop. In the former, based on a shared secret between the gateway and every meter, the gateway can find / derivate the key to decrypt the ciphertext, check its integrity, and verify its authentication for every data/packet sent from the meter to the gateway. In the later, pairwise keys are used between each smart meter and its one-hop neighbor to achieve the CIA. The pairwise key plays the authentication role. Nevertheless, the cost to establish presumed pairwise keys between every meter and the gateway or every two meters is hidden. Furthermore, key maintenance cost also needs to be included: when the legal / broken meters are replaced with upgraded / backup ones, new meters are added, malicious meters are expelled or mobile meters are roaming, extra cost should be spent to establish pairwise keys. Rules and costs to refresh pairwise keys are also needed.

F. Li, B. Luo and P. Liu [16] present an efficient information aggregation approach, in which, a aggregation tree constructed via breadth-first traversal of the graph and rooted at the collector unit, is deployed to cover all smart meters in the neighborhood. Aggregation information should be transported, in the tree, from child nodes to their parent node one hop by another and finally reach the root. This protocol can let the control unit collect all smart meters’ information in this area. Furthermore, to protect users’ privacy, all information is encrypted by homomorphic encryption algorithm. Since no authentication scheme is emphasized, the approach faces the potential risk that malicious smart meters can forge packets but smart grid system cannot detect / diagnose bogus data.

D. Wu and C. Zhou [15] propose a key management scheme. In order to achieve authentication goal, well-known Needham-Schroeder protocol is deployed to get the session key. In sake of computation and communication gain, general / integer public key cryptography is replaced with the elliptic curve one. This proposal eliminates main-in-the-middle and replay attacks effectively. The one-time use rule and on-the-fly key generation scheme are also emphasized in the proposal to shield the vulnerability on both communication keys and sessions keys.

H. Khurana et al. [22] provide guidelines for authentication protocol used in smart grid. Seven principles, including names, encodings, trust assumptions, secret releases, security parameters, etc. are proposed.

D. Wei et al. [11] propose a distributed and scalable security framework in concept with the layered architecture. It can protect the smart grid against attacks from either Internet or internal network via integrating security agents, security switches and security managements.

J. Zhang and C. A. Gunter [18] propose an approach to secure multicast in smart grid via deploying IPsec protocol and Group Internet Key Exchange (GIKE). Both IPsec and GIKE are standards for IT network; nevertheless, they are not specifically designed for multicast in smart grid.

A. R. Metke and R. L. Ekl [13] propose a security solution for smart grid utilizing the PKI and trust computing. The three components, certificate management, trust anchor security and attribute certificate in PKI are carefully illustrated and tailored to meet smart grid’s security requirement.

J. Chao et al. [20] adapts RFID communication standard security protocol and utilizes it in smart grid. One-time password is deployed for user authentication.

H. K.-H. So et al. [19] propose an Identification-Based Signcryption (IBS) approach based on elliptic curve public key cryptography to provide CIA services.

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

In this section, we propose an efficient and robust authentication approach to legalize the data aggregation with tremendously less signing and verification operations. Meanwhile, the utilization of signatures and the providing of fault-tolerance & fault-diagnosis services satisfy the requirement for high availability in smart grid.

Confidentiality also plays a critical role in smart grid communication security. It can be achieved by using encryption algorithms (e.g. AES [36], FEA-M [33], ID-based pairing [28], etc.) and key agreement (e.g. Diffie-Hellman key agreement [9], group key agreement [34], etc.). The scope of this paper is limited to authentication solutions.

A. MST

Fig. 2(a) is an example of the smart grid’s NAN including both the collector and a number of smart meters. It can be denoted as $M = \{m_1, \ldots, m_{|M|}, L\}$ where $m_i$ is a smart meter node and $L$ is the set of communication channels established by two smart meters. So, $\mathcal{M}$ can be modeled as a connected, undirected graph $G = (\{n_1, \ldots, n_{|M|}\}, E, W(e))$ where vertex $n_i$ corresponds to node $m_i$ in $M$, $E$ denotes the set of edges in $L$ and $W$ is the set of weights for all edges. There is an edge in $E$ between a pair of vertices $n_i$ and $n_j$ if nodes $m_i$ and $m_j$ in $M$ enable successful communication directly. Each edge is associated with a weight number, calculated by the combination of communication bandwidth as well as both smart meters’ CPU power, memory capacity, etc. Our solution utilizes MST algorithm (please refer to [32] for details) to construct a spanning tree, based on which, data is aggregated. Fig. 2(b) demonstrates the result.
We notice that there are some non-respond scenarios for some smart meters: 1) to save the energy, smart meters switch to sleep-mode in case of no power usage. 2) smart meters are out of service because of hardware/so failure. 3) smart meters do not respond to any request due to overloaded tasks or malicious activities such as physical tampering, DoS attacks, etc. Approach in [16] using Breadth-First Searching (BFS) spanning tree does not mention how to maintain the spanning tree in case of scenarios aforementioned. In our solution, when not receiving keep-alive/beacon messages from their parents, smart meters send out Parent Request (PR) to collector. The collector re-executes MST algorithm within itself, and after completion, broadcasts Parent-Child Association (PCA) updates to nodes with either parent or children node changes. When the collector fails, backup collector takes charges seamlessly via constructing MST and broadcasting PCAs to all smart meters in NAN. It collects aggregated data via MST and verifies corresponding signatures without extra configurations. The single-point failure problem is fixed. Less communication cost is required to maintain MST. Please refer to Fig. 2 (c) - Fig. 2 (f) for details.

B. Batch Verification and Trinary Diagnose Tree

The deployment of digital signature makes our solution fault tolerant in terms of architecture. However, per-packet signing and per-signature verification is computationally expensive. The collector needs to verify all meters’ signatures. Batch verification provides the same level of security but reduce the number of verification operations from \( l \) to 1 when verifying \( l \) signatures signed by the same sender.

Fig. 3 (a) and (b) demonstrate our discussion for batch verification. Since a pairing operation costs significant CPU processing resources for collectors.

Fault diagnosis Algorithm

To pinpoint the cause of batch verification failures and locate bogus signatures, we contribute \( \alpha \)-ary tree-based fault diagnosis verification algorithm. Since, in case that \( \alpha = 3 \), the minimum number of verifications is invoked, trinary verification tree is used. Comparing with [23], our proposal is more efficient.

\[
\sigma_{\text{ch},i} = \begin{cases} 
\sigma_i & \text{if } n_{<h,i>} = \text{Leaf} \\
\sum_{i=0}^{\alpha^{\sum_{j=0}^{d}}} \sigma_{h+1,i,j} & \text{if } n_{<h,i>} \neq \text{Leaf} 
\end{cases}
\] (3)

The fault diagnosis verification algorithm follows the breadth-first travel algorithm: starting at root, if there is a verification failure node, all its children will be verified. Otherwise, there is no need to verify any of its offspring. Repeat this procedure till the breadth-first travel algorithm completes. Please refer to Fig. 4 (a) as an example.
C. Signature Amortization for Package Blocks

Batch verification scheme can verify \( n \) signatures in one verification operation rather than per-signature individually. This saves significant processing resources for collectors. However, the smart meter still has to sign per-packet individually. Since most smart meters are low-capacity, too many signings will drain smart meter’s processing capacity. Solutions to sign \( n \) packets with only one signature are highly demanded by smart meters. Our approach in this subsection deploys an efficient scheme, Signature Amortization (SAM) to amortize the digital signature over a block of packages.

Furthermore, the communication in NAN of smart grid has channel instability and restricted resources. Packets could be lost during data communications. Moreover, power control messages such as demand-respond data own higher priority over power usage data. When the congestion happens, it is possible to drop the power usage data and its signature. Therefore, if a signature lost, a block of packages cannot be verified. Erasure code such as Information Dispersal Algorithm (IDA) [25] could be used to encode a signature and amortize the result over a block of packets. Even only \( m \) out of \( n \) packets (\( m < n \)) are successfully delivered to the receiver end, the signature still can be calculated.

Algorithm 2: Signature Amortization (SAM)

Each smart meter \( n_i \) signs a block of messages \( M_1, M_2, \ldots, M_n \)

\( h_{n_i} \leftarrow \text{NULL} \) which is used to store hash result of the block

\[ \text{For} \ (k \leftarrow 1; \ k \leq n_i; \ k \leftarrow k + 1) \]

\[ h_{n_i} \leftarrow h_{n_i} \parallel \text{Hash}(M_k) \]

\text{Endfor}

\( h_{n_i} \leftarrow \text{Hash}(h_{n_i}) \);

\( h_{i} \leftarrow H(y_{n_i}, h_{n_i}) \);

\( \sigma_i \leftarrow h^a(h_i) \);

\( \sigma_i[1], \sigma_i[2], \ldots, \sigma_i[n_i] = \text{IDA-de}(\sigma_i[n_i], m_i) \) /* Get \( n \) slices */

\( h_i[1], h_i[2] \ldots h_i[m] = \text{IDA-de}(h_i, n_i, m_i) \) /* Get \( n \) slices */

\[ \text{For} \ (k \leftarrow 1; \ k \leq n_i; \ k \leftarrow k + 1) \]

\( \text{Sends to } n_i \text{'s parent node: } \{M_k \parallel \sigma_i[k] \parallel h_i[k] \} \)

\text{Endfor}

D. MST-based Signature Aggregation (MST-SA)

In batch verification and signature amortization, all signatures will be sent over aggregation path and they arrive at the collector. Considering about the length of a signature (e.g., 1024 bits for RSA and 157 bits for pairing [27]), it will consume the limited bandwidth of wireless communication. Signature aggregation can save communication cost via aggregating a number of signatures into a single one, only which will be transported on the air.

**MST-SA:** Our proposal, MST-SA integrates MST structure with the signature aggregation scheme. We term it **MST signature tree** (shortly, signature tree) which holds the same nodes and structure as MST. Furthermore, each node, namely \( n_i \), representing a smart meter, is associated with two signatures, \( (\sigma_{n_i}, \sigma_{n_i, \text{tree}}) \). The former, \( \sigma_{n_i} \) (namely node signature) is the signature to sign message \( m_k \) from the smart meter \( n_i \) (The collector’s node signature is assumed to be \( 1 \)). The later, \( \sigma_{n_i, \text{tree}} \) (namely tree signature) is the signature for sub-tree rooted at node \( n_i \). \( \sigma_{n_i, \text{tree}} \) is calculated with signature aggregation scheme — multiplying \( n_i \)'s node signature \( \sigma_{n_i} \) by all tree signatures of node \( n_i \)'s children nodes. Please refer to Fig. 5 as follows:

\[
\sigma_{n_i, \text{tree}} = \begin{cases} 
\sigma_{n_i} & \text{if } n_i = \text{leaf node} \\
\sigma_{n_i} \prod_{x=0}^{x \leq l} \sigma_{n_x, \text{tree}}^k & \text{if } n_i \neq \text{leaf node} 
\end{cases}
\]  

(4)

where \( \forall n_x \text{ is } n_i \text{'s child}; \ k : \text{message number} \)

In the MST-based data aggregation, after receiving all children nodes’ tree signatures, a node, following (4), calculates its tree signature which is sent to its parent node. Then, its parent follows the same process. Repeat this procedure with the bottom-up manner. At last, tree signature of the root node can be calculated by the collector. Alg. 3 and Fig. 5 demonstrate MST-based Signature Aggregation.

An active attacker can drain the collector’s computational resource by constantly sending bogus signatures. To handle the scenario that the verification for root node’s tree signature fails, MST-based fault diagnosis verification algorithm is designed to pinpoint the forged signings for signatures aggregation operation. The collector asks all nodes in MST for their tree signatures. After receiving them all, the collector constructs the MST-based signature tree, follows the post-order tree traversal algorithm to explore every node in it, and verify every node’s tree signature. If there is a failed signature from any smart meters, this algorithm will not calculate any ancestor of this failed node until meeting a leaf node during post-order tree travel. All this procedure is described in Alg. 4.

Algorithm 3: MST-based Signature Aggregation

**MST-based Signature Aggregation**

Every node \( n_i \) in MST (except collector):
Calculates its node signature \( \sigma_{n_i} \leftarrow H^a(n_i, m_k) \) via BLS

**IF** \( n_i \neq \text{leaf node} \)

\[ \sigma_{n_i, \text{tree}} \leftarrow 1 \]
Loop until receive all child nodes’ signatures
Listens on the channel;
Receives \( \{ n_{\text{child-x}} \mid m_k \parallel \sigma_{n_{\text{child-x}}} \} \)
Calculates \( \sigma_{n_{\text{child}}-x} = \sigma_{n_{\text{child}}} \times \sigma_{n_{\text{child}}-x} \)
End Loop
Else tree signature \( \sigma_{n_{\text{tree}}} = \sigma_{n_i} \)
EndIF
Sends \( \{ n_i \parallel m_k \parallel \sigma_{n_{\text{child}}-x} \} \) to \( n_i \)'s parent node in MST;

Algorithm 4: MST-based fault diagnosis verification Alg.
for Collector:
Asks all nodes in MST for sub-tree signatures and wait to receive them all
Constructs the MST signature tree
Loop post-order tree travel algorithm to assign received sub-tree signatures to corresponding nodes
IF \( (n_i = \text{leaf nodes}) \)
\( \sigma_{n_{\text{tree}}} = \sigma_{n_i} \)
Else \( \sigma_{n_{\text{tree}}} = \text{corresponding subtree signature} \)
EndIF
End Loop
Loop (every node in MST is visited by Post-order tree travels)
IF \( (n_i = \text{leaf node}) \)
verifications \( \hat{\epsilon}(h(x), y_i) = \hat{\epsilon}(\sigma_{n_i}, g) \)
Else verification:
\( \hat{\epsilon}(\sigma_{n_{\text{tree}}}, g) = \hat{\epsilon}(h(x), \prod_{x=1}^{n_{\text{child-x}}} \sigma_{n_{\text{child-x}}} \)
EndIF
End Loop

Fig. 5. MST-based signature aggregation for smart meters in NAN

E. Integrated authentication solution

In this sub-section, a scenario is given as an example to demonstrate how our integrated solution executes: smart meter, \( n_x \) authenticates \( \alpha \) blocks of packets, \( \{ B_1, B_2, \ldots, B_\alpha \} \), and every block contains \( \beta \) packets, \( \{ M_1, M_2, \ldots, M_\beta \} \). First, Alg. 2-Signature Amortization is used to sign every block in amortization. Eventually, \( \alpha \) signatures \( \{ \sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_\alpha \} \) are generated for corresponding blocks. Each of them is encoded by IDA and sent to collector one by one. The collector decodes them by IDA but does not verify them individually. Instead, it uses Alg. 1-Batch Verification to verify them in a bunch. Only one verification operation is required for all \( \alpha \) blocks. During the data transportation in MST, Alg. 3-MST-based Signature Aggregation is used by intermediate node (e.g. \( n_y \)) to aggregate signatures into single one which is sent to the collector. Failures occurred in Alg. 1 and Alg. 3 are diagnosed by trinary signature tree and MST-based verification tree, respectively.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS, PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

A. Security Analysis and Performance Evaluation

The security of our approach is based on digital signature schemes [9]. Signature aggregation, batch verification and signature amortization are proved to be secure in [29], [24], and [25], respectively.

To deal with replay attacks, time-stamp can be added to packets so that the malicious attacks cannot reuse previous signatures. To protect this solution against Denial of Services (DoS) attacks, some solutions proposed in previous approaches could be borrowed: use distillation codes; then, forged packets and legal packets are separated into different categories; at last, erasing code is invoked over each category. Please refer to [26] for details.

Table II evaluates the communication and computation cost for scenario we mentioned in section IV (E). Notice that signature and verification operations are much heavier than multiplication [30]. We conclude that our proposal makes significant performance gains.

B. Experimental Test for Performance

Fig. 6. Computational cost

Fig. 7. Communication overhead

In [30], different signature schemes have been implemented on platform powered with PIII 1GHz CPU. The result shows
that the timings to achieve a BLS signing and a BLS verification are 2.22ms and 45.8ms, respectively. The timings to implement a hash function and a scalar multiplication are less than 0.01ms. These experimental results will be utilized in our simulation.

Our proposal is simulated via Network Simulation-2 (ns-2) [35], a widely used simulation tool. This simulation utilized the test scenario: area (50 X 50 meters), 50 nodes (PIII 1GHz CPU for each node), 10 repetitions and mobility mode (10% mobile nodes). Fig. 6 and 7 demonstrate the communication and computational costs, respectively when 200 packets are sent by per smart meter (50 blocks and 4 packets per block). Fig. 6 shows that the entire computational timings are significantly decreased. It exactly matches with our performance assessment: the numbers of verification and signing operations are dropped by $1/\alpha B$ and $1/\beta$, respectively. Fig. 7 demonstrates that communication overhead is reduced by around 50% via deploying signature aggregation. Since signature amortization scheme reduces the number of signatures from $\beta$ to 1 per block, our proposal reduces the overall communication cost in terms of authentication messages by $\approx 1/2\alpha B$.

VI. CONCLUSION

Authentication scheme for data aggregation in smart grid system is a critical area for security research. Unfortunately, previous researches deploy the standardized authentication protocols or per-signing per-verification scheme to validate messages. They lack of performance optimization, be vulnerable to packet loss and cannot be resilient to DoS attacks. Furthermore, elementary tools to pinpoint the forged signature are not provided. In this paper, we integrated several efficient signature schemes to significantly reduce costs to achieve the authentication goal. Our proposal is an efficient scheme which is highly robust to signature packets loss. Most importantly, fault diagnosis algorithms are presented to detect failure points and minimize the fault execution times.
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